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SUMMARY

A circular underslung inlet located well forward on a body of revo- -”~
lution - modified by drooping the nose in the direction of the inlet -
was tested at a Mach number of 1.42 in a free-air jet.

-..—
Three nose shapes,

one pointed and two spherical, were tested through a range of mass-flow
ratios at three different angles of attack and one sngle of yaw. Total- ..
pressure recoveries at the inlet and after Uf fusion were measured and
shadowgraphs obtaiged for each nose shape.

9
. Total-pressure recoveries of 0.99 were measured at the inlet for

the pointed nose,* while rounding the nose produced recoveries from 2”per-
cent to ~ percent lower at 0° and 7° angles of attack. At -7° angle of
attack, the shock wave ahead of the inlet interacting with the boundary

-,.
..

~er thickened by cross flow resulted in separation and? consequently,
in a loss of approximately 6 percent in total-pressure recovery. The
yaw tests yielded.total-pressurerecoveries at the @let essentially the
same as those at 0° angle of attack for all three nose shapes.

At the angles tested other than -7° angle of attack, the circulsr
1shape of the inlet, plus the –-inch gap betw&en the inlet lip and the ___
8

body aided in bypassing the bounda&y layer. At low mass flows, slthough
considerable separation was evident ahead of the inlet, tine of the
separated flow entered. At high mass flows, much less separation was
evident but a negligible amcnmt did enter.

The subsonic diffuser and bend losses
4 percent of the inlet total pressure when
number at the minimum area station, except
the inle%.

mounted to a maximum of
diffusing from sonic Mach
when seysrated flow entered .-
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INTRODUCTION

Since the nose of an airplsne may not be available for an slr inlet
because of the use of the nose for radar or~other equipment, information
is needed concerning the perfokmqnce of inlets located elsewhere. In
view of this need, a circular underslung inlet model has been constructed
for flight testing by the Pilotless Aircraft Research Division of the.
Langley Aeronautical Laboratory. This papq presents the results of the
preflight tests of this model. .

—

—

—

..
I

The particular scoop inlet selected was located7&U forward on the
parabolic body of-revolution reported in reference 1.” The forward portion
of the body was modified by tilting-the nose in the dfiection of the scoop
in an effort to alleviate the amount of turning necessary at the inlet
for the entering air. An inlet of circular cross section, having the
same srea and internal lip shape as the nose inlet re~rted in refer-
ence 2, was used. It was felt that the circular shape provided a stfic-
turally strong configuration around which the boundary layer could be
easily passed.

-.
.

In keeping with the idea that the nose,may be used for radar equip-
ment, two alternate nose shapes were also selected fti testing. Spheri-
cal shapes were used as being acceptable from arad~st endpoint. The
two spherically shaped noses varied in size) one havl& a diameter ‘“
30 percent of the msxinmunbody diameter and”the other with a diameter
hO percent of the maximum hody diameter.

Total-pressure recoveries and shadowgraphs for aJl three nose shapes
were obtained at three angles of attac”kand one angle of yaw in a Mach

A
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number 1.42 free-air jet. .
.—-

SYMBOLS ‘

area
.

diameter

tot- pressure

Mach number

vertical distance, measuredfrom the uppermost
inner wall atthe first-minimum-area station

.-

point of’the
(see fig. l(c))

●
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Subscripts:

0

i

1

t

A bar over
“Method of

ratio of the mass flow through duct to the mass flow
through a free-stream tube of area equal to the inlet
area

static pressure

distance along vertical dismeter, measured from the upper-
most point of the throat (see fig. l(b))

angle of attack

angle of?yaw

ratio of specific heats; 1.40 for air

free stream, at nozzle exit

inlet station at leading edge of the lips, station 7.90

first minimum-area station, station 8.32

throat station, station 43.25

a symbol indicates an average valye (see section entitled
Analysis”).

MODEL

The model (fig. l(a)) consisted of a basic parabolic body, made of
wood, to which a circular underslung inlet was added. The inlet and
ducting were made of aluminum. The body coordinates rearward of sta-
tion 10 are the same as those of the parabolic body reported in refer-
ence 1. At station 8, the center line of the nose was canted downw~d

about 7° with respect to the center line of the fuselage.

The inlet (fig. l(b)) was located rearward of the pointed nose about
9 percent of the body length. A circular cross section ~as selected as
a shape around which the boundary layer could be passed conveniently, .
since-the

A ~ -inch. 8.
bypassing

w nally the

- .—

-.
circular inlet was dlose tb the body in only a very smsll region. w

gap.between the inlet and the body was used to aid further in

the boundary layer. The inlet lip shape (fig. l(c)), inter-
same as that used on the nose inlet of reference 2, was rounded
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to provide a bellmouthed shape for subsonic,

— —
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operations. The IWSUltdW .-,.. _

minimum area, 0.42 inch rearward of the leading edge of the lip, was
88 percent of the inlet area. ‘“ ‘

. ...-..- ..’. s_

The initial total diffuser angle of 2.5° was maintained to sta- ‘“”
—

tfon 9.96 where the duct area was 1“.10times-the minG &rea. Tran-
——

sition was then made to a 4° tdxd.-dngle diffuser. The over-all dif- .—

fuser area ratio between stations 8.h-and 27.2 was 2.3 to 1.0. Following
the diffuser was a constant-area compound of’~setbend,”-witha radius of -
curvature four times the diameter of the section. Rearward of the bend

.-

the duct was contracted to 0.75 times the msximum diffuser area to form
—
-.

a throat, which was instrumented to measure & flow.
—

Four vane-type shutters, installed reaF@rd of the throat, and _-

rotated at a constant speed by an eleetric titer during the tests, vsried “--’
the air flow from a maximum to a minimum in about 13 #econds for most
of the tests. Several runs, made with the shutters stationary, showed
that the rotation speed was slow enough to yield steady-stat-e,results.

—.

—

Three nose shapes were tested (fig. l(b)). .The first, described ‘“ “- I
above, will be referred to as the pointed nose. The second, made by

—,-

cutting the origin~ pointed nose to fo~al..5-inch-radius spherical -
—

nose shape with the forward tip about 3.5 inches ahead-of the inlet$ ._
...

will be referred to as the 1.5-inch~radius ?ibs”ej”The ‘third,made by
.-
+

cutting the origi”nslpointed nose to form a’p-inch-radius spherical nose “.
.--*-.—----

shape with the forward tip about 1.7 inches &he&3 of the inlet, will be
——

referred to as the 2-inch-radius nose. The-spherical.nose shapes were
.~

-..
selected to simulate
ments for nose radar

!

Totsl pressures
total-pressure tubes
4 figure l(c). Two

configurations acceptable
installations.

lWTR-ATION

with regard’to require- ‘“
<
—-..-. .%

—
. ..- .——

...—. .—.-=
—

.3

at the inlet were measured at station 8.4 by six
placed circumferentially around the inlet as shown

.-

dismetricall.yoppositi”til orifices, also shown in ““ ~—
figUl”el(c), measured the finl.et-staticpressure at the”’ss&estation. “ ---.X

.—
.- .-

TotQ pressures at the throat were measured at stition 43.2 by a “. ‘:””=:
seven-tube rake. Measuring from the top duct wsll, the tubes were located ““-
at O.O3, 0.15, 0.30,”0.50, 0.70, 0.84, and 0.95 diameter on a vertical... _ ._
diameter across the throat. Static pressure+ the stie station was
measured by six wsll orifices equally spaced~around t~ duct and”msnif&ded”=””‘-___~
together. The free-stream total pressure agd static pressure were also “-~.:
measured. ---- —

—
,- -- -.

.-
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Rssures were recorded by mechanical opticsl pressure recorders
and electrical pressure recorders of the strain-gage type. Time histo-
ries of the pressures were obtained on film. Shadowgraphs were obtained
for s.11tests. For the tests made with the model at -7° angle of yaw,
the shadowgraph csmera was also
so that the plane of the camera

yawed with respect to the f=ee str&mj
was parsllel to the plsne of symmetry

of the model.

TESTS . —.

The tests were
Research Station at
nozzle with an exit

made in the Preflight let of the Pilotless Aircraft
Wallops Isl&d, Va~ (~fer&ce 3).
Mach number of 1.42 Was used. The

was placed about 1.5 inches downstream of the plene of
most of the tests.. Figure 2 shows a photograph of the
position in the jet. .~e model was placed upside down
instrumentation.

A 12-inch SQlaI”e

tip of the model
the nozzle for
model in this
for ease of

The three nose shapes were tested!at 0°, 7°, and -~ ~les of
attack with 0° angle of yaw, ad at -~ angle of yaw with 0° angle of “ “--”
attack. The fuselage reference line for specifying the angles of attack
and yaw is labeled in figure l(b).

Heresfter the only sngle mentioned shall be the anglewhich was
varied from 0°, for exsmple, ~ sngle of attack with 0° angle of yaw
shall be referred to as 70a. Tests at 0° angle of attack with 0° angle
of yaw shall be referred to as tests at OOa.

The Reynolds number for sll tests was approximately 15 X 106 per --
foot.

METHOD OF ANALYSIS

Measurements made at the throat station were used to compute the
mass-flow ratios and total-pressure recoveries after diffusion by numeri-
csl integration of the total pressure and Mach number profiles obtained
from the rake measurements. The two equations used were
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Computation of =t/Ho weighted on a md~s-flow-ratio basis for

several cases yielded results that agreed, within the experimental accu-
racy of +0.004, with the values weighted on @rea as obtained from
equation (2).

—.

In obtaining ~1, it was assumed that there was no ~iation h

total pressure horizontally a~oss the first’minimum-a~ea station as
data Obtairledfrom tubes B and C!(see fig. l(c) for tfie locations) were
equal. A total-pressure distribution was then plotted along the vertical
diameter and El was obtained by numerical ~ntegration, weighted on fiea~”

using equation (2) with appropriate changes”in the sul%cript. Because of
the proximity’of the first minimum-area station to the inlet, the average

.- .-.. ._..=
=
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totai-press~e recoveryat the inlet ~i wa~ assumed~equal to El. - “-”

Again, wei@ting the total-pressure recovery at the inlet on a mass-flow-
ratio basis resulted in differences within the experimental accuracy of
~0.002 wherlcompared to the values weighted by area. —

Comparison of the static-pressuremeas~ements obtained from the
two diametrically opposite static-pressureorifices indicated a static-
pressure gradient across the first minimum-~ea station. In computation I
of mass-flow ratios at this station, this variation was assumed to be
linear. Equation (1), with appropriate changes in the subscripts, was
used to compute mass-flow ratios. Agreementbetween the mass-flow ratios
computed at the first minimum-area station and those computed at the throat

were withir:0.02 at ~ =-0.80 and 0.0.5at & ~ = O.@.
‘o ‘o
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Shadowgraphs of the flow
in figures 3 to 7, for OOa,

Pointed Nose

7

with the pointed nose instslled are shown

7°m, -70~, and -7% Thehch waves seen -
entering the pictures froh the up~er and-lower left side were caused by
slight surfece irregularities at the nozzle exit. Shadowgraphs of the
model in yaw (fig. 5), taken with the camera in a plane parallel to the
yawed model, showed a series of Mach waves extending across the nozzle.
It is believed many of them did not actually contact tbe model. To check
the effect of these Mach waves on the enteri~ air flow, tests were made
with the tip of the model about 2.5 inches in the nozzle. These Mach
waves then appeared to intersect the strong shock ahead of the inlet
(fig. 3(a)). The shadowgraph showed that separation occurred at the ssme
station and pressure measurements showed no change for either location of
the model, indicating that the effect of the Mach waves csn be neglected
In further analysis of the data.

At all angles, the shadowgraphs show a conical shcck from the nose
followed by a strong shock ahesd of the inlet. The strong shck moved
upstresm with decreasing mass flow.

At OOa, figure 3 shows that as mass-flow ratio decreases the strong
shock becsme a lambda shock. Although a lsdda shock often denotes laminar
separation, in each of the present tests the flow ahead of the separation
point is believed to have been turbulent; this conclusion is based partly
on the presence of the weak shocks along the body which indicate sufficient
roughness to cause a turbulent boundary layer. As mass flow decreased,
the boundary layer thickened and then separated in the region of the foreleg
of the lambda shock. At high mass-flow ratio (fig. 3(b)), a portion of
the thickened bounda~ layer appears to enter the inlet, but a+ lower
mass-flow ratio, despite increased separation, it was mt carried into
the inlet, as indicated in figure 3(d). The cross flow, existing over
the nose portion at OOa because the nose was tilted downward, caused a
thick boundary layer on the side of the body ahead of the inlet. Intera-
ction of the strong shock preceding the inlet with this thickened boundary
layer resulted in the separation on the nose.

At ~a (fig. k)
thinner than it was at
no separation at 70ct,

~d at -7% (f Q. 5), the boundary layer was
OOa throughout the mass-flow range. There was

end only slight separation at -w ●

At
appeared

-pa (fig. 6), as mass flow was decreased, a
and boundary-layer separation took place nesr

labda shock .
the foreleg of-this
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lambda &hock. The region of separated flow b~cape @rger tith decreasea
in mass-flow ratio until at amass-flow ratio.of 0.4-4(fig. 6(c)) it

—.“

extended co~letely across the inlet.
●... .—.-.—-—-

.--—
The flow became unstable at minimum mass flm, = Wustrated bY a ‘-’~

time sequence of.shadowgraphs in figure 7.’ ~is flow instability appears
to besimilar to the buzz phenomenon experi=ce.dby other external COIU- ““’;
pression inlets at--lowmass~flow ratios-.

-. .-
---- -.-+,--- .—..-.—

Figure 8 shows the total-pressure recovery measured with inlet
ttie A (see fig. l(c) for tfie location) plotted against mass-flow ratio

——

for all a.ngiestested. As showg by the shad@wgraph,bo=mdary lay6?” ,:- “~

entered the inlet at OOa at the high mass-flow”ratios. Below &=o.6,

ttie A-no longer indicated large losses, he@e tie boundary laYer must
..

have become reattached ahead of the filet or passed around the ~let= “, ~~
Tube A was the only inlet tribeindicating large losses at this angle of
attack. At 70a and -70~, the boundary layer appareritlynever entered
the inlet. At -~a, however, tube A measure-dlow recoveries throughout

.

the mass-flow range, as might be expected from the extensive separation . ~
evident on the shadowgraphs in figures 6 and 7.

—

The average total-pressurerecoveries at.the inlet.and.,tithe ~r.oat ,___., .
obtained with the pointed nose installed are presented--”tifigure 9 as a

function of mass-flow ratio. For OOa, 70~~and -7°$’,thetotil-preSs&e ‘“-~
recovery measured at the inlet.is shown in fi”&re g(a). This recovery - ~-~
remained relatively cons-t at about 0.99 fourmost mass-flow ratios.
It appears then that the effect of entering b~oundarylayer at OOa is

-——
—.

“ slight, @dicating the.regio.nof low-energy air was small. Because the
conical shock at the tip of the model with very littlentatal-pressure

:M,.., -

loss reduced the Mach number at which the s~yong shock.at the inlet
-.E

occurred, the recovery at the inlet was nearly 4 percent-higher than the ““-‘““”~
free-stream normal-shock recovery. .

At -~a, the separation that occurred @eadof the inlet made it
impractical to determine an average inlet”to@l-pressure recovery. ~ere- _ -~
fore, the average total-pressurerecovery at we throat is presented for
this angle of attack h figure.9(b). The average throat recovery measured . -~

at O%L, which is typical of the recovery obtained at “pa and -7°$f
also, i-sincluded to indicate the magnitude 0$ the losses caused by “

—

separation. -_——.- ——

.
. .

..- =
w-

.—

..-

.. —.—

, 1
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1.5-Irich-RadiusNose-

4

Shadowgraphs of the flow with tie 1.5-inch-radius Lose are presented
in figures 10 to 13 for” OOa, 70a, -7°~, and -’70a. For all tests,
there was a strong bow wave ahead of.the model and a lambda shock ahead
of the inlet. The bow wave was relatively unchanged as mass-fluw ratio
varied, but the lambda shock moved forward as mass-flow ratio decreased.

At O“a (fig. 10), separation occurred at the foreleg of the lamlxia
shock. The separated region thickened as mass-flow ratio decreased. At
7°a (fig. 11) and -70~ (fig. I-2),the boundary layer was thinner at
all mass-flow ratios than it was at OOa.

-.

At -pa (fig. 13), the boundary-layer separation, occurring in the
region of the foreleg of the lsmbda shock, became increasingly greater as
mass flow decreased, in a manner similar to the behavior of the pointed
nose at this angle of attack. This nose shape also exhibited flow insta-
bility at minimmn mass-flow ratio.

Figure 14 presents the total-press~e recovery of tilet tube A as
a function of mass-flow ratio for the 1.5-inch-radius nose. As with the

pointed nose, no low-energy air entered the inlet at pa and -7’0~. At
. OOa, the recovery of tube A increased as mass-flow ratio decreased until

at minimum mass-flow ratio there was no boundary layer on entering the

inlet. At -~a, tube A showed the presence of separated flow throughout4
the mass-flow range.

The average total-pressure recovery at the Met for the l.’5-inch-
radius nose is presented b figure 15(a) as a function of mass-flow ratio

for OOa, 70a, and -70$. In all three cases, the recovery decreased
with increasing mass-flow ratio. Since the-bow wave remained relatively
unchanged with changing mass-fluw ratio, the losses across it were
unchanged. The flow,”mibsonic behind the bow wave in the immediate region
of the nose, expanded around the n“osesection and attained increasing
supersonic velocities along the body. Since decreasing the mass flow
caused the strong shock to nove upstream, the shock occurred at a lower
Mach nunfber,thus decreasing the losses across ~t~

The higher recovery at Pa over that measured at OOa is primarily
due to the change in velocity ahead of the inlet causedby the change in
angle of attack. At Pa, the flow on the inlet side of the nose did not
expand to as high a Mach &nber as it did at OOa. Hence the .@ks across

. the strong shock preceding the inlet, which must then have occurred at a
lower Mach number, was lower. Since the bow wave was relatively unchsnged,
the over-all recovery was higher. The absence of boundary layer in the
inlet at 7°a also caused the recovery to be somewhat higher at the higher
mass-flaw ratios. “~
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Since separation at .7°a again-made it @practical to obtain an
average inlet total-pressure recovery, figure 15(b) presents the average
total-pressure recovery a% the th.rOatfOr thiB aRgle.- Again, the recovery
at OOa at the throat is included as representative of the throat-recov-
eries meas~xed at the other singles. The difference between the two curves
indicates losses of approx-tely ‘6-percent,atall mass-flow ”ratios.

—

.
—

-.
h

— —

.-i
----

2-Inch-Radius Nose
. .. . ..-

Shadowgraphs of.the flow with the 2-inch-radius nose are presented - ~
in figures 16 to 18 for OOa, ~a, and -Pa, respectively. The shadow-
graphs for -7°$ were identical with those at O“a. ..

At all angles tested, the model tiaa”precededby a strong bow wave.
:=

A strong shock ahead of the inlet was present only at
—

-pa for

~ > 0.9. In all other cases the flow was Atisonic from the bow wave to
—

%
the inlet except for a small region of-supersonic flow indicatedby a-- ‘“

.<

short normal shock at the surface at higher ,massflows. As maSS flow _
decreased, the bow wave ahead of the inlet became more normal.

.

At O“a (fig. 16) and at -7’0$ separation occm~red on the nose “just “;-~
ahead of.the inlet at high mass-flow:ratio.”As uss~llow ratio decreased,

..

however, the boumki-y layer appears to no longer have.entered the fnlet. ., ~
At Pa (fig. 17) the shadowgraph indicateq that the-boundary layer ilid b“=

not enter the

At -pa

of the inlet.

inlet even at high mass-flow rsXios.

(fig. 18) with & >0.9, a etrong shoEk

Bouridary-layerseparation occurred, with

—

occurred ahead
.-

some of the sepa-
rated flow entering the inlet. At lower mass-flow ratios, however, the
strong shock ahead of the inlet disappeared:and the bound&y layer-
appeared no longer to enter the inlet.

—..=

Figure 19 shows the total-pressdre recovery measured by”tube A at
—

the inlet with the 2-inch-radius nose. With this nose shape, tube A

indicated tie presence of some lower-energy air for $> 0.8 at O“a

and -70V. At ~a, and for ~ <0.8 at “O”a and -~, there was “no

boundary layer entering the inlet. At -Pa, however, tube A recorded
large losses at high mass-flow ratios. The~ecovery Df tube A increased : ●-
rapidly wizh decreasing mass-flow ratio, oniy to deci~atiesliglitly~ho-w-

—.— —

ever, below a mass-flow ratio of 0.6. n
.
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Figure 20 presents the average total-pressure recovery measured
for the 2-inch-radius nose plotted against &as-flow ratio. At the
inlet (fig. 20(a)), the recovery generally decreased with decreasing
mass flow, as a result of the bow wave becoming more normal as mass flow

decreased. The recoveries for OOa and -W were identical, and

slightly higher than the recovery at pa, throughout most of the mass-
flow range. The inlet recovery for -Pa W&S higher than the recovery
at OOa up to a mass-flow ratio of about 0.8; however, the inlet recov-

ery at -7°a be- to decr6ase as mass flow increased above a mass-flow
ratio of 0.7 due to the losses caused by separation.

Figure EO(b) shows the recovery at the throat for OOa and -pa
plotted against mass-flow ratio for the 2-inch-radius nose. Both curves
show decreased recovery at high mass-flow ratios due to the presence of
separated flow in the inlet as indicated by tube A in figuxe 19. Since

the separation was more severe at -pa, the recovery at this angle was
less.

Comparison of the Three Nose Shapes

The tits presented h figures 9, 15, and 20 are replotted in fig-
ure 21 to show the effect of nose shape on the total-pressure recovery.w
Figures 21(a), 21(b), and 21(c) present the inlet recoveries at OOa,

70a, md -70$, respectively. Becatisethe total-pressure losses through
a the conical shock with the pointed nose were smaller than the total-

pressure losses through the bow wave ahead of either round nose, the
pointed nose had better recovery at the inlet at all mass-flow ratios.

In comparing the two round noses, it canbe se% that the 2-inch
nose had increasin@y better recovery than the 1.5-inch round nose as
the mass-flow ratio increased beyond 0.68 and 0.72 at O°CC and -70$,
respectively. Below these mass-flow ratios the 1.5-inch nose became

increasinglybetter. At pa, the two rounded noses had the same recov-
ery at msximum mass flow. As mass flow decreased, the 1,5-inch nose
again became increasingly better. The minlnmm recovery measured with
either round nose, however, was only about 1 percent lower than the free-
stresm normal shock recovery of 0.953 and generally the recoveries of
both round noses, at these angles, were higher tham the recovery through
a normal shock.

Figure 21(d) shows the total-pressure recovery at the throat for

. the three noses at .-pa. Above ~ = 0.6, the pointed nose had the best

recovery. Below 0.6 mass-flow ratio, the 2-inch-radius nose was the best.
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It should he remembered that the losses due to separation for the pofited “.

nose, as indicated in figure 9(b), increased at #< 0.70, while the
o

2-inch-radius nose had little..or.,noapparent:separation losses below a.
mass-flow ratio of 0.7’5(fig. 20(b)). At -pa, the total-pressure recov-
ery for the l.~-inch-radiusnose was about 0.0.5less tin ~at”for the
2-inch-radius nose at all mass flows, since the 1.5-ti&-ra~us nose
suffered from-separation losses tlu!oughoutthe mass-flow range, as show
in figure 15(b).-

,,.. . -.
.-

The Diffuser-Bend Combi.pation _
.

. . . ,. -+
Typical total-pressure distributionsmeasured at~the inlet at OOS.

for high mass-flow ratios are”shown ~ figtie 22 for the,three nose shapes
testeal. TLe presence of the entering boun@~ layer titthe top of the
duct at these mass flows is evident.

—

Figure 23 presents the total-pressure d>stri.pqt~o~sat ~e_hroatc-_ ‘“
at the same mass-flow ratios as the inlet cu&ves pres~ted in the previous
figure. The asymmetric profile, with a higher press~.e region on the .,
bottom of Lhe duct, -occurredat-all.mass flows.

The total-pressure recovery of the diffuser-bend comb”in.ation /Et El

plotted against mass-flow,ratio is s~own in$igure 24.. The solid cuxve,
faired through the points of measured diffuser-bend recovery at OOa,
70a, and -7°V for the pbinted nose and”at-’~ooa-.f~r~b~thround no~e%
‘presentsthe diffuser-bend recovery measured’”whenthe effects of-boundary
layer at the inlet were rektively small. The diffuser-bend recovery
decreased with increasing mass flow to a mig$mmq valueof 0.962 at the
maxtium mass-flow ratio of 0.95. The recoveYy was unaffected by the ch&~e
in angle of attack or yaw, or by the change @ nose shape, as long as we
inlet was relatively free from separation.

—
The dashed curve presents the total-pressure recoveries at -Pa

with the 2-inch-radius nose installed ~d indicates-th~ effect of sePara- ~
tion on the diffuser-bendperformance. Above a mass-flow ratio of-0.75,
where the separation rapidly became greater, the diffuser-bend recovery
began to decrease more rapidly than it didvithout separation. Thus
separation not only reduced the recovery at the filet but it al”so”~pa-fi”ed””-–
the efficiency of the diffuser-bend combination.

The diffuser-bend recoveries measured at OOa, 70a, and -7% for
the pointed nose and at OOa for both roundnoses are””replotte”din fig-
ure 25 agahst the average.Mach number at the entrance.to the diffuser!.
This avera~e Mach nuriberwas computed frcin~e total-pressure distribution ‘=
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at the first minimum-area station. fihO shown

. 13

is the measured diffuser
recovery from reference 2. The diffuser of reference 2 had a 2.5° co@-
cal diffuser angle to an area 1.2 times the minimum area at the diffuser
entrance, followed by a transition to a 3.5° total angle diffuser, with
sn over-all area ratio of 2 to 1. Since this diffuser was used in con-
junction with a nose inlet, it was not followed by a compound offset bend.

As the average entrance Mach nuniberincreased, the diffuser-bend
combination of the present tests showed increasingly more losses until,
at an entrance Mach”number of 1.0, it had a recovery of 0.962, compared
to 0.979 for the diffuser of reference 2. This lower recovery may be
due to the losses associated with the compound offset bend used in the
present tests.

CONCLUSIONS

Results of total-pressure measurements and shadowgraphs of preflight-
jet tests of a circular underslung inlet located near tie nose, at a free-
stream Mach number of 1.42, indicated the following conclusions:

1. At 0° angle of attack, total-pressure recoveries at the inlet
for the pointed nose attained values of O.~, nearly 4 percent higher
than the recovery that would have been obtained through a free-stream
normal shock.

2. At 0° angle of attack and maximum mass-flow ratio, the l.5-inch-
radius nose and the 2-inch-radius nose had total-pressure recoveries at
the inlet of 0.94 and 0.97, respectively.

3. At 70 angle of attack, the total-pressure recoveries at the inlet
for both the pointed nose and the 2-inch-radius nose were approximately

‘“ the same as at 0° angle of attack, while the recovery of the l.5-inch-
radius nose was increased over 2 percent at maximum mass flow.

4. At -7’Oangle of attack, interaction of the boundary layer, thickened
by cross flow, with the strong shock ahead of the inlet resulted in separa-
tion and consequent losses of about 6 percent in recovery.

5. At -70 angle of yaw, the total-pressure recoveries at the inlet
for all ’threenose shapes were essentially the same as at 0° angle of
attack.

6. At the angles tested other than -7° angle of attack, the circular

1 inch gap between the inlet lip and the bodyshape of the inlet and the — -
8
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allowed on~~ a negligible amount of boundary-’layerair to enter the inb”t”
,:

at high mass flows.- At low mass flows, despite considerable separation
ahead of the inlet, none of the boun&ry layer entered..

=
.—

7. The subsonic diffuser and bend losse-gamoimted td a maximum of
“.

4 percent of the inlet total pressure when ~fus~ from sonic Mach
—

number at the inlet minimum area station, except when separated flow ,
.+

entered the inlet.
-7——

Langley Aermaut”ical Laboratory
-.

National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics
LangleyField, Va.
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Figure 2.- Photographof the mdel in the preflight jet of the Pfiotless
Aircraft Research Station at Wallops Island, Va.
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(b) ~EO.96.

(c) .5 =0.70.

Figure 3.- Sbadowgraphsof the flow with the potilmd



(a} 3=0.97.

Figure 4.- Shadow@aphs of the flow
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with
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(b)- ~ = 0.63.

the potited nose. a “ T“j I+ “ OO.

Figure ~.- Shadowgraphsof the flow with.
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(a) & = 0.92.

21

(b) ~ = 0.88.

.
(c) ~ = o.~.

a
Figure 6.- Shadowgraphs of the flow with the

=s=’. -
L.70@6

pointed nose. a = -7°; ~ = OO.
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(a) The, O sec.

(c) !kime,2.0 sec.,, (d) !l%ne,2.5 sec.

Figure 7.- Shadowgraphsof the flow with the pointed nose shmclng flow
inetabilityat minhmm mass flows. a = _70; + a 00, L-70837
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(b) !lMs, O.j sec.
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Figure 9.- Average total-pressure recoveries :s a function of mass-flow
ratio with the pointed nose ~stalled. ““
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(a) & = 0.93.
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(a) Average total-pressure recovery at the inlet.

(b) Average total-pressure recovery at the throat.

Figure ls.- Average total-pressure recoveries as a function of mass-flow
ratio with the l.s-inch-radius nose installed.
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(a) Q = 0.94.
,%

Figure 17.- Shadowgmphs of the flow with the ‘2-lnch+?adiuanose. a = 7°;
+ = 00.
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Figure 18.- Shadowgraphsof the flow with the 2-tich-radiusnose. a = ‘To;
* = 00.
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. (b) Average total-press&e recovery
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at the throat. “

Figure 20.- Average total-pressure recoveries as a function of ~ss-fiow
._ .-ratio with the 2-inch-radius nose installed.” .
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Figure 22. - T~ical total-pressure distributions at the inlet for the
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recovery of the diffuser-bend combha-
Of mass-flow ratio.
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Figure 25. - Average total-pressure recovery of the dHfuser-bend combina-

tion as a function of average Mach number at the entrance to the
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